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t he microcomputer Ints arrived on the
educational scene. The combination of low
cost and versatility has meant that its appeal
is eclectic administrators, teachers and
students can all justitv the modest outlay for
a variety of reasons, lunging from the
serious to the Iris ial. There is every reason to
expect that within a less short years, the
microcomputer will be as ubiquitous in
schools as overhead, slide and movie projec-
tors.

But what will be its impact in the long
term? Will cost -conscious accountants find
that books are able to supply students with
the same information at a fraction of the
cost, and without the possibility of being
diver, :d into mindless arcade game playing?

CO Or will education take on the magical quali-
ty of George Leonard's vision in Education

..,1* and &slaty?' In my view, this depends oh
j the ingenuity with which we explore the

possibilities in the new medium. On the ons;
hand, using the microcomputer to take user

W the functions that (Adel technologies and
techniques has e ovrtoon;d sans! aerol lv
will be a self-defeating esei else. tfi the othei
hand, finding new itim,ions us hich could
not be performed in the past holds the
potential of opening s Islas in the Itnia e
which are unimagined in the present.

In this article, I shall be exploring one
possible function for the midi ocom.aiter in
education. This new function arises from
the construetivist view of learning which 1
recently discussed in this journah2 it is a view
which explains the now well-documented
finding that all students bring to the science
classroom surprisingly extensive theories
about how the natural world works)' As
Champagne, Klopier and Gunstones hase
pointed out, these theories (which they call
'alternative conceptual systems', Drivers
calls 'alternative frameworks', and which I' shall refer to as 'alternative cbnceptions')
have some interesting characteristics:

they are often held by students who have
had no formal instruction in the subject;

they are often significantly different
from generally accepted views of the sub-
ject;

they are consistent across different
groups; at .1

they are surprisingly resistant to change
as a result of traditional instruction.

More specifically, I shall be considering if

a microcomputer can he used to diagnose
whether a student holds a specific alter-
native conception and, if so, to provide
remedial instruction based on a model of
learning as conceptual change which will
assist the student to change his or her views.

In the test of this article I shall:
discuss current usage of microcomputers

in science instruction;
review the relevant literature on alter-

native conceptions, with particular atten-
tion to the concepts of speed and force;

outline a theory of conceptual change
which suggests how to design instruction
aimed at replacing alternative conceptions;

describe microcomputer programs
designed to diagnose and remediate some
alternative conceptions of speed and force;

outline the results of using these pro-
ams with fitst year university students;

and

sommadie the outcomes of the paper.

Microcomputers in science Instrnefion
licrueom puler s have a number of eon-

ad,1 able advantages over many of the other
rd -ta iOnal media presently in use Firstly,
students can interact directly with a micro-
computer. 'Fhui; provided the software re-
gun es it of them, students play a very much
more active role in learning than with other
media. Secondly, students can get individual
attention for their specific difficulties from
the microcomputer. Thirdly, microcom-
puters allow students to control the pace at
which they work, so that a student who is
having difficulty with one particular section
of work can take the time needed to master it
before moving on to the next section.

Microcomputers are currently being used
in a number of different ways in science in-
struction at both secondary and tertiary
levels,' all of which make at least some use of
their sincific capabilities.

Numerical work
The ability of the microcomputer to per-

form numerical calculations rapidly and ef-
ficiently allows students to investigate the
scientific rather than the mathematical
aspects of equations by eliminating tedious
calculation. For example, introductory
physics courses arc generally restricted to
those problems for which the laws of motion
can be solved analytically. This restriction
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can now be removed, since iterative solution
techniques are easy to implement on a com-
puter.

Drill and tevint:
The capability of storing many questions

in a data batik, of varying the type and con-
tent of questions asked, of asking many dif-
ferent questions in a relatively short period
of time, of recording and evaluating student
responses, of being able to give feedback
based on the student's response and of being
readily available, makes drill and testing ob-
vious functions of a microcomputer in
science instruction

Tutorial
The microcomputer cannot compete with

a book purely in the presentation of infor-
mation. When its interactive capability is,
however, combined with the presentation of
in formation , programs wit h carefully
designed questions aad branches which
allow a student to take different paths
through the material, can involve him or her
far more actively in learning than a book
can. This advantage is particularly enhanced
when dynamic graphics are used,

Simulation
All too frequently. real world experiences

are difficult to repeat in the laboratory, are
too complicated for introductory students
to analyse, happen too rapidly to be seen,
can only be observed using complicated in-
strumentation which obscures the desired
phenomena, or are otherwise unexamin-
able The ability of the microcomputer to
simulate this type of phenomenon allows the
student to expand his or her range of ex-
periences greatly.

Real time use
Scientists have interfaced with

th':ir experimental apparatus for ears.

Thompson, however, points out that this
capability can bring experiments which are
normally unavailable into the student'
laboratory

As Bork points out, the microcomputer's
capability of individual response means that

The author is in the Department of Physics,
University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg
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it can play the role of a Sociatic !OWL 11%
leading the student fin 'mph a woes ot
carefully structured questions which ate
responsive to his or her answers.

These arc exciting possibilities ludas Hot I,
indicates, they represent the state of the at I,
rather than a final definitive list. There ale
likely to be far-reaching consequences lot
courses, curricula and institutions as a i csult
of current and future des elopments in both
computer hardware and soft wale. 'there is
much to be learned about how people learn
and about hoW 10 incorporate this into the
design of instructional software.

Alternative conceptions
As I have outlined elsewhere,io.he occur-

rence of alternative conceptions is consistent
with two other ities which arc of particular
importance in :,ktice education today.
Firstly, people silkiye to make sense or their
experience. SecoAdly, people use the
knowledge they possess in their attempts to
make sense of their experience, Thus, as a
direct result of the above two ideas, in-
dividuals from different backgrounds, lim-
ing different experiences and knowing dif-
ferent things, are likely to construct alter-
native conceptions from the same informa-
tion.

The significance of alternative concep-
tions depends, among other things, on the
large number of different alternatives in dif-
ferent content areas which have been iden-
tified to date, the considerable npmbet of
students who hold them, and, more ten
tatively, the suggestion that environmental,
linguistic and cultural factors play a part in
their occurrence. Researchers from various
countries have documented alternative con-
ceptions in topics as diserse as vectors,
kinematics, dynamics (including friction,
gravity, energy, momentum and pressure),
heat and temperature, electricity, light, den-
sity (including mass and solume), the par-
ticulate theory of matter, the 'milli as a
cosmic body, evolution, heredity, the ell
culatory system and life. bur example,
dynamics and kinematics have been re\ lim-
ed by McDermott," and heat, temperature,
light and electricity by fiberghien.I? A more
extensive, but less detailed, res less has been
provided by Driver and Erickson."

At a recent international seminar on
`Misconceptions in Science and Mathe-
matics', more than 50 papers were presented
on topics in physics, chemistry, biology and
mathematics.' The interest engendered by
the seminar, which attracted participants
from many countries, and the extent of the
list given above are just two indications that
alternative coneeptionti are a factor which
can no longer be ignored in science educa-
tion today.

An alternative nnewnon of speed
The alternative conception of speed con

sidered in this article was first identified by

Satan lineal, Journal al .Serence

rrw.lu 'dye and MeDermotO4 in the encase
of a slSte111.111%: \ of the k%:Is in whit
,rodents thmi, about motiOn. using att.
pat anis which AIM% ed them to dell1011,41:11C

the same !notion repeatedly, they assessed
under standing of students` conceptions 01
speed by the degree to which a student suc-
cessfully applied this conception to the inter
plenum!' of these simple motions of a cal ob.
reek. More specifically, they found that
before instt uction, at leaCt 30qt of all
students enrolled in a wide variety of in-

oductory physics courses at the University
of Washiogton were linable to contpaie the
speeds of two objects satisfactorily. In
genet al, these students used a 'position'
critetion for determining when two objects
were moving at the same speed. In other
words, when two objects were next to one
another (i.e. at the same position), the
students said that they 55 Cre moving at the
same speed. Conversely, they also conclud-
ed that when two objects maintained a eons-
tant separation, they were not mowing at the
same speed. A possible reason for the
plausibility of this conception arises from
the fact that sometimes, such as when two
ears travel next to one another on the
freeway, the position criterion will give the
right answer. In other cases, such as when
one ear overtakes a second, it does not. One
of the microcomputer programs described
below was designed to address this alter-
native conception of speed.

Alternative coneption'," u/
Rest:inch into :Mei-milk e conceptions of

force has shown that they form a complex of
interlocking ideas which are far more ex-
tended and pervasive than is the case with
the alternative conception of speed con-
sidered alms e. Ior example, Watts" outlin-
ed eight distinctive alternatise conceptions
of force. In order to keep the number of pro-
grams to manageable proportions in the first
instance. it was necessary to consider only
those alternatives which were most
president and therefore most likely to cause
difficulty in first yea! physics.

I he major alternam c conception which
was ionsideled is cent led on the concept of
lot ee in the context or a. consideration of
motion and its causes. I he essence of this

colIcePlion IS that a force IS IleeeSsal\
k%flelleVeI 111011011 is present. 1'1011101"

found That a student holding this conception
ould use t he s clocity of an object, rather

than Its acceletat ion, to deduce the pi esence
of forces. Her results indicated that the use
of this conception Ss as dependent on the
context of the qaestion which was asked. If
the total motion of mil:' object was gis en, -zs
use was fat more ores alent than if students
Wert' 'is en an equation of motion and asked
to calculate the ['nee. She called du, the
'supply of force' notion, i.e. 'the :orce in a
body winch keeps it moving'. Clef nant "
mumnarited the same idea as 'motion in-
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plies a tube', noted that this 'fin vet was
mote likely to be used ss hen ihrr e was an oh

vious opposing loice, and that student,
thought it k%ould our m 'build up' In
order to account lot changes in speed. Watts
Mew a distinction bet swell a conception in
1% hieh the 10011011 iurlf is the tune, typically

expressed as 'the force of the moving
object': and one in which the knee is exter-
n:1i to the Inns hitt °NM, but k\ii bout being
identified with any other object. lie has
paraphrased tins lane! notion as !Aims: 'II
a body is moving t here is a force acting upon
it in the direction of the mos einem. I la body
is not moving Oleic is no Yore': acting upon
it.'

Another inspect of the alternative concep-
tion of 'motion Unpile., a fotee., talon'
which Viennot, Clement and Watts base all
agreed, is the frequent+ack of a distinction

, between force and energy. I-or example,
Viennot commented that energy in many.
situations 'is inextricably mixed with the
concept of force in a single undifferentiated
complex', and Watts claimed that for some
students force is energy.

Motion is of interest because many
students regard it as a force, but in the
Newtonian sense it is not. In contrast, the
reverse is the ease with two other concepts
gravity and friction, Many Misdenis do not
regard them as forces, although in the

Newtonian sense they arc. Although there
has been some research into this
question.ie 2o the reasons for this are
speculative. It seems, however, that sonic
students tend to think 01 forces as associated

k% ith aell% e agents such as people or
maehines.21 The corollary to this is that they
find it hard to conceive of passis e agents ex-
erting a force, such as a table exerting a force
on the book which it is supporting. Liras it>
and friction are likewise not regarded as
forces because they ate due to passive
agents. 1 his is most clearly show n

students w ho feel there is no need to pi ovide
any explanation of why objects fall to the
ground, of 41/1) 1110k ing objects slow doss n
as they mos e act sks a surf ace they !egad
them as mum al oecurrences.

A model of conceptual change
In this study the question tit how it

midi °compute! can make esplicit use of an
idenn lied all er nal 1st conception n1 remedial

tIC11011 was addressed by thinking of
IL-inning as a change in a student's coneep

From this point '0 siew, learning in-
soh es an interaction between new and ex-
isting conceptions with the outcome being
dependent on the nature 01 the interaction.
It these Conceptions can be reconciled,
learning proceeds without pr oblem. It,
how's-5er. they cannot he reconciled, then
learning requires that existing conception,
be !On llittlIC(1 (11 es en exchanged for the
new. I he recognition that change of this
nature may has e to occur forms the basis of

414
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the model of learning as conceptual change
which we have developed." az

The model of conceptual change outlines
the conditions which a new conception has
to satisfy before it can be integrated with ex-
isting knowledge. Three questions must be
asked of each conception:

Is it intelligible (1)? Does the person
know what it means? Can he or she con-
struct a coherent representation of it and see
that it is' internally consistent, without
necessarily believing it to be true?

Is it plausible (P)? In addition to being
intelligible, is it also true? Is it reconcilable
with other existing conceptions? Is it how
the world really is?

Is. it fruitful ()? In addition to being
plausible, is it useful? Does it clear up
anomalous results? Does it suggest further
experiments or new approaches?

The answers to these three questions are
used to determine the status of a question
no status if all three answers are negative;
status / if the first answer is positive; status
IP if the first two answers are positive; and
status IPF if all three answers are positive.
;Because conceptual change can occur only
when status changes, the next question to
consider is: how does status change? It does
not change spontaneously. It is lowered only
if there is cause for dissatisfaction, and it
rises only if sources of dissatisfaction are
removed and some advantage is gained. In
other words, the success of a microcom-
puter program designed to effect conceptual
change depends, in part, on the extent to
which it is able to make a student dissatisfied
with the conceptions which he or she holds.

Effecting conceptual change with

The implicahons of the conceptual
change model for addressing alternative
conceptions are straightforward. These arc:

I) Diagnosis. It is necessary to know
whether or not any given student holds the
alternative conception under consideration.
This can be determined only by using a
diagnostic test.

2) Remediation the lowering of status.
The model indicates that it is reasonable to
assume that a student holding a conception
does so because its status is at least IP. If,
however, this conception is irreconcilable
with a new conception which is to be,taught,
then it is impossible for the status of the new
conception to rise to /Puntil the status of the
existing ,,meeption falls. In other words, It
is necessary to address the old conception
with the explicit intention of creating
dissatisfaction with it, thereby lowering its
status.

3) Remediation the raising of status.
Teachers have always put considerable ef-
fort into explaining new ideas. In terms of
the model, this will always be necessary in
order to make a new idea intelligible to the
student. In addition, however. the model

suggests that it is necessary to show that the
new conception is a better option than the
old, because it does what the old could not
do and more. In other words, it is necessary
to raise the status of the new to 1PF, or at
least 1P.

The ability of the microcomputer to allow
a student to interact actively with instruc-
tional material and to follow an in-
dividualized path at his or her own pace is
very useful in designing instruction to
achieve the three stages outlined above. For
example, the results of the diagnostic test
will show whether the student holds an alter-
native conception whose status needs to be
lowered. On this basis, the student can be
directed to specific remedial programs
which can be worked through as and when
required. In addition, the ability of the
microcomputer to simulate motion is par-
ticularly useful in the work described in this
article, because of the central role which
motion plays in the alternative conceptions
of speed and force which I outlined above.

A microcomputer program on speed
The program was designed to diagnose

students who used a position criterion for
comparing relative motion, and to provide
remedial sequences whose aim was to per-
suade these students to change to an accep-
table criterion. It is clear that this is a
relatively unimportant alternative concep-
tion which is simple to identify and relatively
isolated from other altehatives, and which
many students correct for themselves. It
was, however, chosen for the following
reasons. Firstly, the position criterion scents
to be the only plausible alternative.
Trowbridge and McDermott" comment
that 'virtually every failure to make a proper
comparison can be attributed to use of the
position criterion to determine relative
velocity'. This makes the remedial task
significantly easier. Secondly, if we are able
to diagnose and remedy a simple example
such as this using a microcomputer, it ought
to provide us with guidelines for tackling
alternatives which are more signifi:ant and
more complex.

Diagnosis
The diagnostic stage consists of six dif-

ferent races in each of which two 'cars' move
from left to right across the screen. The stu-
dent records a response by pressing a control
button in accord with the instruction: 'Press
the button when you think the two cars are
moving at the same speed.'

The races, which include the two used by
Trowbridge and McDermott, were designed
on the basis of their ability to distinguish
between the correct and position criteria. In
other words, (here are no occasions vhere
both cars are moving side by side at the same
speed. In addition, other factors such as ac-
celeration and deceleration, which affect the
perceptual appearance of the races without
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Fig. 1. Summary of task set by firm diagnostic
program MG I): What forces (names, directions,
comparative magnitudes) are acting on the rocket
at points A, B, C and D*1

changing the essential components of the
task, are varied. The use of six races is
necessary to allow for possible mistakes and
to provide a greater assurance that the
diagnosis made is the correct one..

Remediation
In the program the two aspects of the

remedial stage are combined in two further
races which were designed to lower the
status of the position criterion while at the
same time introducing the correct criterion.
This was done by considering two extreme
cases which introduce perceptual anomalies
for a student using the position criterion. In
the first case, obe car remains in t hecentre of
the screen, clearly not moving; while the
other travels past it at a constant speed,
equally obviously in motion. The race clear-
ly pinpoints the anomaly by showing one car
moving and the other stationary while at the
same point. In the second case, both cams
travel at the same constant speed across the
screen, with the distance between them re-
maining constant, i.e. they do not pass one
another. This race shows that tsso cars do
not have to be at the same place while mov-
ing with the same speed, and at the same
time introduces the correct criterion of the
constant inter-car distance.

Results of program use
it is possible for a student in one session of

20 minutes to work through the diagnosis
part of the progi am and, if necessary, to do
the remedial work and repeat the diagnosis.
It is easy. therefore, to gather data on the ef-
fect of the program itself. as opposed to
other possible influences on student
responses. The responses obtained from 85
students in a first year physics course at this
university (Physics Id 1)i are representative
of the results which the program can
achieve. A total of 23 students could not
judge speeds correctly. Of these, 14 worked
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Tablet, Correct (C), 'position (I')' and random (X) scores of 7 l'hysivs 1(.11) students in Februat y

1983.

Student

CPX score Change in scores

Before After AC

A 060 403 +4 -6 +3
It 431 502 + -3 +i
C 204 222 0 +2 -2
I) 251 433 42 -2 +2
Ii' 241 SO() +3 -4 -I
F 240 6(X) +4 -4 0
Ci 214 501 +3 1 -3

through the remedial part and repeated the
diagnosis, and 10 out of 14 changed and
were able to judge speeds correctly. liven
without a full-scale evaluation, it is possible
to see that the program is doing very
satisfactorily what it was designed to do.

It is necessary in interpreting the results of
students who did not respond correctly to
note that the data is gathered in the form of
correct (C), position (P) and random (X)
responses to the six diagnostic races.
Because it is possible to make more than one

`type of response to a given race, the total
number of responses may be more than six.
The C, P and X scores of a representative
group of these students before and after do-
ing the remedial program are shown in Table
1, together with the changes in these scores.

It is clear that there was a Jbstantial in
crease in the number of C scores, and a cor-
responding decrease in P scores, with some
of the indidual changes being particularly
striking. The significance of these changes is
strengthened by considering that students
were not shown which were the correct

tll
111011011

r
L

1

points in the diagnostic races, but were
simply shown the procedure which they had
to apply for themselves. In addition the
same students were asked a few weeks later
about their responses. Those whose
responses had not changed immediately
after the program were still confused. One
response here was that cars would move at
the same speed 'when their speeds remain
constant, and when they travelled together
(side by side)'. Conversely, those who had
changed, acknowledged their change, and

j'could explain how they now judged equal
speeds. For example, one student said he
'made a mistake the first time by taking the
point where they pass each other as the same
speed' and would now look for 'when they
keep more or less the same distance apart'.

Microcomputer programs on force
The programs were designed for students

who believe that moving objects always re-
quire forces to keep them moving, who con-
fuse force with related concepts such as
energy and momentum, and who think that

Noitimall Inie nt
explanation motion
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0
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0
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Wefts are due to ttetise agents and are
therefore uncertain about gravity and fric-
tion. In order to address these ideas, It is
necessary to be able to discuss a prototypical
force about which there is likely to be-
general agreement, The most common
prototypes are probably human pushes or
pulls, but they suffer from the problem that
they are generally variable in magnitude and
of short duration. The force exerted by a
rocket, however, is clearly an active force,
and it is easy to imagine how to control the
magnitude, the direction and the duration
of the force. As a result the rocket is a con-
stant theme throughout the programs.

Milgrm&
The diagnostic programs were adapted

from a task used by Clement," in which he
asked students to consider the forces which
acted on a coin that was thrown vertically
upwards. More specifically, he asked them
to name the forces, to show their directions
and to compare their magnitudes after the
coin had left the hand, and while it was still
moving upwards. Clement found that this
task evoked the response that there was an
upward force front 70% of a group of
engineering students who had completed a
first course of university physics. On a
similar task, 33% of the first year physics
major students at this university gave the
same response after completing the section
on mechanics. In other words, it is a good
task for identifying students who hold the
alternative conception that 'motion implies
a force'.

The first diagnostic task (1)01) simulates
the motion of a rocket which takes off ver-
tically upwards. After a short while, the
engine cuts out and the rocket continues to

1.%;ortrile, \Lunn Iota'
LLintdercti explatt.mott

engine oil

EXE

Ith% ittv do% n

- I11 <

511

511 111* NNW% lilt

R I (

po,q)I) 511 )

'. I R I -I

R I I. r. 511 I

Iupc cn,nrgh. Si I- R I
.. I R -1

Sit - 'motion ions.' ttldkVI
R I - lorce due I., On Int of on, ipkei

- roultant roux on rocket

Fig. 2. The Newtonian explanation of three types of motion con. Fig. 3. The 'motion force' explanation of three types of motion
sidered in first remedial program (RM I). All rockets move from considered in second remedial program (RM 2). All rockets move
left to right. Arrows in brackets show directions only, and not from left to right. Arrows in brackets show directions only, and
magnitudes. not magnitudes.

I";0
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move upwards but now slows down Until
stops, before falling back to earth. Students
are asked to consider the forces acting on the
rocket at four points after take-off,
before and after engine cut-out, and before
the rocket stops moving upwards. At each
point they are asked to name the forces ac-
ting, give their directions and compare their
magnitudes. In addition they are asked
whether the same forces are acting at suc-
cessive points, and if so, how their
magnitudes compare. The task is sununariz-
ed in Fig. I.

This task was designed to answer the
following questions: What types of quan-
tities are regarded as forces? In particular,
does the student regard gravity and motion
as forces? With respect to magnitudes, is the
largest force necessarily in the direction of
motion?

The second diagnostic task (DU 2)
simulates the motion of a rocket travelling
horizontally on a track ss Inch can be either
rough or smooth, i.c. frictionless. The
rocket starts from rest, speeds up until the
engine cuts out, and then either slows down
(Part I) or continues moving at a constant
speed (Part II), depending on whether or not
the track is smooth. In a further option on
the smooth surface, the engine does not cut
out, but instead reverses its direction so that
the rocket slows doss n, stOPs, and moves off
in the opposite direction. As helorc. the
students are asked to name the torces, else
their directions and compare then
magnitudes at different points while the
engine is on and after cut-out or direction
reversal. This task was designed to gather
the additional information of whether
students regarded friction as a force and
how they related forces to a constant veloci-
ty motion.

Retnedtation
The remedial programs use Viennot's

result that the force conception which a stu-
dent uses depends on the context in which
the task is set. In other words, there are ex-
amples where there is general agreement that
a prototypical force is it,ing. The overall
aim of the remedial programs is to establish
what effect .uch it prototypical force, or
combination of such forces, has on the too.
Lion of an object. Once these effects are
established, the argument is turned around
and they are used to determine what forces
might be acting on an object whose motion
is given. Included in these motions are those
which give rise to the alternatk e conceptions
discussed above, so that the conflicting ex
planations can be compared.

The first remedial program (RM I) was
designed to establish the effect that pro-
totypical forces has e on the motion of an
object on which they act. For the reasons
discussed above, rocket engines were used to
exert prototypical forces, and for simplicity
motion was restricted to one dimension. By
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using combinations of simple constant-
thrust rocket:, which can be either on or oil,
...or act to the left or the right, different resul-
tant forces can be obtained. Within these
constraints, the effects of forces can be
determined in qualitative terms, i.e. a force
acting on its own, or the resultant of a
number of forces, is able to accelerate (speed
up) an object which is either at rest or
already moving: and i§ able to decelerate
(slow down), stop and change the direction
of a moving object. As important as these
effects is the converse: when no fc .ce or a
zero resultant force acts on a moving object,
the object continues to move with an un-
changing velocity. These results are sum-
marized in Fig. 2.

The second remedial program (RM 2) was
designed to address tlte alternative concep-
tion of 'motion implies a force'. Some
characteristics of such a 'motion force' are
first established using an example par-
ticularly likely to evoke this conception: an
object moving with constant velocity
without any obvious force in the direction of
motion. hi particular, the idea is established
that if the 'motion force' exists, it is

reasonable to expect it to increase with the
speed of the object. After considering the
uncontroversial example of an object which
is speeding up, the crucial example is
Presented. ai object is shown to he slowing
down under the action of a rocket firing in
the I es ci se direction to that of the 'motion
I.''. c'. the direction of the resultant of
toaet force and motion force depends on
their relative magnitudes, and since by con -
sidering an object which is moving fast
enough, it is always possible to have a mo-
tion force larger than the rocket force, there
must be a case where the 'resultant' is in the
direction of motion, while the object is slow-
ing down. These results, based on the same
three examples used in RM I, are summariz-
ed in Fig. 3.

The last result, however, contradicts what
happens when only prototypical forces act;
i.e. it is designed to lower the status of the
'motion force' conception. The process is
carried on by showing that it 'motion force'
on its own is unable to have the same effect
as a prototypical force; i.e. to change veloci-
ty, and finally the fact Olin a moving object
is different from a stationary object is

recognized by differentiating the lot ce itself
from the motion produced, and eating the
latter momentum rather than motion force.

The third remedial program (RM 31 was
designed to address the alternative concep-
tion that passive agents, such as gravity and
friction, were not forces. By using similar
exomples, and allowing the student to ex-
periment with motions in which gravity and
friction could be switched on or off at will,
he or she was shown that these two could be
regarded as forces, because they were able to
produce the same effects that prototypical
forces did.

Results ut- progrunt use
1 he responses made by students Mu/base

used these programs have provided answers
to many of the questions posed above.
These answers are, fumes cr, tentative and at
this stage specific-to Physics 1(.11) because
trial versions of the programs were used, and
they need to he revised. In addition, the se-
cond diagnostic program (DU 2) was
available only well after the mechanics sec-
tion of the course had been taught. Thus,
because a considerable amount of time in-
tervened between the use of different pro-
grams, it is impossible to attribute any
specific effect to them.

What types of quantities do Physics WI)
students regard as forces? 1 his can be deter-
mined from the diagnostic programs which
requite students to type in the names of
forces acting. Within the context of the
rocket tasks, the responses to DG I in

February 1983 show five main types of
force, only three of these being Newtonian.
These three were gravitational force, fric-
tional forces (e.g. 'friction', 'air resistance',
'drag') and rocket thrust (e.g. 'propulsion',
'engine.). Both of the other types were close-
ly related to Victim:» 's 'supply of force' and
Clement's 'motion implies a force' notion.
On the one hand was the idea that the
property which the rocket had because
of its motion was a force. 'Motion',
'momentum', 'inertia', 'inner force',
'kinetic energy' were examples in this
category. On the other hand, terms were us-
ed which were more descriptive of the mu.
non; e.g. 'speed', 'terminal', 'acceleration',
'upward'. In August 1983, the same
categories of response were made to D0 2,
although as is shown later, the frequency of
the non - Newtonian categories was much
lower. These changes are consistent with
responses to a question asked in IX; 2, 'Are
there quantities other than forces which af-
fect the motion of a rocket ?' A significant
number of students listed 'momentum' or
'inertia'.

A number of more specific questions, all
of which require yes 'no answers, are given
in I able 2. The number of students whose
responses enabled an answ et to he given is
listed, together with the percentage of the
group who gas e a 'y es' answet .

The responses to questions I and 2 show
that Physics MI I students him: little Jit
ficulty in identilying the 'passive' quantities
of gravity and friction as forces. fins :on
!inns the pat tent of responses to the more
general question discussed also% e.

Question;: Is mot ion a I e? 1 his Weal,
much More pro alum, ssuh mute than to'o
of the :lass ksonouring at the ,taut of the
year. As the year progressed, with students
ssork out thr ough the remedial prow ants and
attending course lectures on the topic. this
percentage di tipped significantly to 30 °'o.
While this is still not satisfactory, the fact
that the responses were m tde to a range of
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Table 2. Student responses to sat v,its quetion, on dy in pc, , al oiadahle group
agreeing and disagreeing with question.

QUCSIIOn

cs

(n)
No

('())
(Armin

site Sow ce Date

I . Is gravity a rot it. ?' 12 127 DC, 1 2.41
2. Is friction a force? 95 5 79 IR; 201 8 83
3. Is motion a force?

v ; 63 17 76 DLi I 2/83
v-; ill. 19 61 122 Class test 1'81

(iii) v-; a- . 24 76 70 1X'201 8'81
(w) 27 73 75 pc; 2(11) Nisi

4. Does !Must increase with speed
(i) when gra% ity opposes motion? 54 4h 76 Ini I 2'83
on when friction opposes motion? bx 12 66 Dti 2411 8 141
(iii) when no force opposes tuition? SI 47 73 IX) 2(111 8,83

5. Is larger force in dun. of motion?
ii) v1; al. IS 28 i I 2 H1

v--; a- 43 57 21 Du 2(1) 8/83

different tasks, both pencil-anti-paper and
computertbased, suggests that a genuine
change has occurred. This, how es er. needs
to be considered in relation to the next ques-
tion.

Question 4: Does rocket thrust increase
with speed? This is a clear expectation of the
'motion implies a force' view, whereas it is
not a crucial question for tslesv1onian

mechanics in which increasing, constant and
decreasing rocket forces can all produce a
speed increase. The diagnostic programs
clearly stated, hosveter, that the rocket es.
cried a constant thrust, so the fact that more
than 500.10 of the available groups of Physics
ICJ I) students consistently responded
natively to the question indicates that the
lower percentage of students who state that
motion is a force nuts: he regarded cir-
cumspectly. Of relevance are the following
points. Firstly, question I was addressed ex-
plicitly in remedial programs whereas Ques
Lion 4 was not. Secondly, the contest
dependency of students' answers is shown
by the larger percentage st ho thought that
rocket thrust increased with speed when t M-
um was present. Finally, 8 out of It)
students whochanged their responses s% hen
friction was pi esent did not think that mo.
tion was a force. In other words, the rela
nonslup between t esponSes to Questions I
and 4 is MR obvious and needs 1 urther con
sideration.

Question 5: Is the target force in the direc-
tion of motion? Reponse+ to this question
could be given only by students who had
already shown that they required a 'force' in
the diteetion of motion. Amongst this
group, there was a substantial drop in affir
manse answer s I his may he a I espouse to
the second remedial program (RM 2). which
was designed to Identity the contradiction

inherent in the 'motion force' being the
largest on a rocket which is slowing down.
This, therefore, is also a result which re-
quires more investigation.

Summary
In this article, I have described the use of

microcomputers in addressing students'
alternative conceptions of physical
phenomena by means of diagnostic and
remedial programs. The programs have
been designed in accord with a model of
conceptual change which implies that in-
struction should involve the identification
or diagnosis of students' conceptions and
the lowering of the status or remediation of
these conceptions where they are alternative
to what is to be taught, in addition to the
raising of the status of the new content being
taught.

1 he programs were des.; ;led to diagnose
and remediate altematise conceptions of
speed and force. With respect to speed the
results show that this alter nat is e conception
is held by many students at first year unit er
sty Joel, and that the remedial program is
able to eft eel dramatic changes to this alter-
natt% e conception . With respect to force, the
results show that the 'migrates were able to
diagnose a number of interrelated aspects 01
altematis e Loncept ions of force. Although
there is sonic evidence that student concep-
tions changed during the course of the y ear,
it is not yet possible to attribute this to the
remedial programs, both because of then
pi elimmary nature and because of the corn'
plesity of the notion of force in relation to
the wide range of situations in which it is ap.

111 conclusion, I behest. that the
research reported in this article is Important
because it pro% ides a saluabte addition to
the current range 01 instruLtional applica
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toms 01 mier0.,:ainpoters, and it
demonstrates the %aloe of the conceptual
change model of learning in the design of
computeraided instruction.

I wish to thank I'. Dawson, L. liallen-
dor11 and W. Sinclair lor assistance in the
deselopment and use of the programs; and
the Richard Ward Lndos% ment Fund and
the Duman Sciences Research council for
financial suoort.
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